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SUMMARY

This report gives the results of an experimental de-
termination of the temperature distribution in and the heat
dissipation from a cylindrical finned surface for various
fin-plane/air-strearJ angles. A steel cylinder 4.5 inches
in diaceter having slightly tapered fins of 0.30-inch pitch
and 0.6-inch width was equipped with an electrical heat in&
“unit furnishing 13 to 248 B.t.u. per hour per square inch
of inside wall area. Air at speeds from 30 to 150 miles
pe,r hour was directed at seven different angles from 0° to
90° with respect to the fin planes.

.

The tests show the best angle for cooling at all air
speeds to he-about 45°. With the same temperature for the
two conditions and with an air speed of 76 miles per hour,
the heat input to the cylinder can be increased 50 per cent
at 45° fin-plane/air-stream angle over that at “OO.

INTRODUCTION

Tile large improvement that has been made during the
last few years in the cooling of air-cooled engines has
been accomplished by changing the shape and arrangement of
the cooling fins, by increasing the thickness of the con-
bustioa-chamber walls, by using a metal of high thermal
conductivity, and by selecting the best location for the
valves~ spark plugs, and exhaust ports. (References 1 and
2.) As far as known no work has been done to determine tke
effect on” the cylinder temperatures of directing the cool-
in~ air at different angles with respect to the fins.

Cowlings affect the direction of flow of the coolin~ 4
air and the cylinder temperatures~ The tests reported is

,.
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reference 3 showed that tli:eiiseof “a cowling that enclosed
9 35 per cent of the cooling qrea of the cylinder barrel re-

sulted in satisfactory cooling, the cylinder-head temper-
atures hoing lower than those of an ‘engine with no cowling,
indicating either that the cowling directed more air past
the cylinder heads or that the direction of the air flow
was changed in such a manner as to give increased cooling.
Tuen a ring cowling is used over an inn’er”cowling the di- .
rection of the air flow is more nearly parallel with the
fins than when no ring cowling is used. The cylinder-head
temperatures have been found to be slightly higher with a
ring cowling than with no ring cowling~ (Reference 4.)

The quantitative effect of directing the air at dif-
ferent angled can not be obtaitied fr~m the cowling test
data bec~.use there are other variables, such as the air
velocity between the cylinders- and the power output, that
influence the results. It would also be difficult to de-
termine the exact angle of the air stream with respect to
tile plane of the fins. &

.’
The, object of the present investigation was to deter-=

mine the temperature” distribution in and the heat dissipa-
tion from a cylindrical finned surface for various fin-
plane/air-stream angles. The finned specimen was tested
in a wind tunnel over a large range of air speeds and heat
input s ●

* APPARATUS .,

In order that the result’s might be of greatest prac-
tical value the finned specimen was designed to simulate
closely the air-flow and heat-flow conditions obtained in
a-n engine. A cylindrical specimen with circumferential
finnin~ was selected.

A heating unit of resistance wire embedded in refrac-
tory cement was placed in the cylinder to supply the heat.
The heat input could be easily regulated and measured and
the capacity was sufficient to give the temperatures de-
sired. In the construction of the unit great care was exe-
rcised to obtain uniform heating and electrical insula-
tion that would not disintegrate at hightemperatures an~”
to have the cement in close contact with the element wire
at kll points*

.’
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The finned ”sp.ecimen us’ed in these tests was cut from
the -oarrel- of a Wright J-5 engine cylinder and had a diam-
etei” of 4.5 inches. The fias of 0.3-inch pitch were ma-
chi~ed to a width of 0.6 inch,” the width of the smallest
fin on the original J-5 cylinder. The enamel was removed
from the cylinder and the tests were conducted with the
surface in a semipolished state. -..1 ‘ ‘

The construction of the heating unit as .assemhled in
tile test specimen is shown in Figure 1. The core was made
from a 3.5-inch-dianeter tube insid’e of which were welded
two webs. In the center of the webs “wa~ located a.0.75-
tnch-diameter tube for supporting the specitien.’ Small
IIO1OS were drilled in the sunface of ‘the large tube to pro-
vide a bond for the cement and to allow” the moisture, in the
cemeat to escape.. Parallel aanular grooves of 0.25-inch
diametel- were cut in the cement for locating the heating
coils, The coils were constructed by winding nichrone
wire of 0.05-inch diameter in coils of 0,13-in.ch p,itch and
0.25-inch diameter. A method of “crossing the coils .fron
one groove to the.next was adopted whereby the amount of
wii-e per unit area of cylinder surface was quite uniform.
After the coil had been wound on the cemented core another
layer of cenent was. added, making certain that no voids ex-
isted %etween the wires. A jig was then used to center at-” .
curately the heating unit in the cylinder, and t“ae space
between the cemented element and the cylinder wall was
filled with cement. The cemeat was forced into this space
with a hydraulic press so as to elininate air pockets. The
elimination of all air pockets around the coil is very im-
portant because if there is not good thermal contact be-
tween the wire and the cement the”temperature of the wire
will be.,excessive and its current-carrying capacity will
be reduced. *

Guard rings were placed on each end of the test spec-
imen to decrease the heat flow through the ends and also
to o%tain 2-dimensional air flow over the specimen. The
guard rings are shown assenbled in place on the test spec-
imea in Figure 1. These [;uard rings were in all respects
like the test specimeri except that they were shorter and
had one l~eating coil each instead of two coils connected
in parallel.. .4”l/32-inch ‘thick asbestos gasket wad, placed
between the guqrd rings and the test specimen.

In the’ first part of the test; large copper conduct-” -
ors insulated with mica were used to supply current to the
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resistance “wi~reo This construction was..not satisfactory
%ecause the”.temperature within the he~ti~g, unit was high
enouf~h to ~often the copper and to disintegrate the mica.
These difficulties were olmihted by the use ,of”conductors “-
of nionel and’nichrol~e rne’taliilsulated with porcelain. Aft-
er continued hse the monel. metal scaled between cozitacting
surfaces causing a large increase in circuit resistance~
This difficulty was eliminated by welding all rnonel metal
connections.-

The heat input to the main specimen, like that to the
guard-rings, ‘cou”ld be conveniently re~ulated__~y means of
rheostat,s’c T~16 rheostats were made of nich~omd w-ire mouatd
on a frame’ submerged in oil. Three of these’rheostats ware
used so that the heat input to aach guard”ring and to the
specimen could be separately controlled. A, wiring dia~ran
for the ?le&ting unit, rheostats, ‘and instruments is shown
in Fi~ure 2. —. . .—

A 3C-inch closed-throat wind tunnel was constructed to
supply th,e cooling air. The exterior of the entrance. cone
and test charnb,erof the mind tunnel and the. =heostats are

}-~ ~~~in ~ig~re i:

A sketch of this tunnel with the prin-
dimensions lS shown in E’igure 4. The air enters the

. .eatranc’e cone through a small-tube honeycomb. Care was ex-
erc’ised.iti tHQ desi~n of this tunnel so, as t_o produce aa
air strear,l.as“;nearly nonturbulent as was reasonably pos-
sible. Actiordingly, the ratio of entrance cone area to

.. : thz’o.at..aretiis lar~e and the entrance cone is short com-
Rareq ~o.the exit cone which has a more gradual increase in
area. The resulting flow, condi,tions are considered satis-
factory. A 5-foot 4-blade . propeller is used for circula+-
tn~; the air, The propeller is driven through a V-belt
drive by. an electiric dynamometer. An air speed of 200 miles

,, per hour has been obtained in this wind tunnel at a propel-
l~r syeed of 2,200 r.p.rn. “-witha power input of 60 hp.

<~ ~ The method of mounting the testtspecim:q and guard
F ~ - +Yrj.il~S in the tunnel ip shgwn in Figure 4.

‘J/-
Tze test +s~ecf~

v

men and guard rings are bolted together .oria mounting tule
,which iq loltod to a semicircular ~ing. The fin-plazie/al,r-.
rs.tyeam angle was varied by changing the position of the
mounting tu~e o@ this semicircular ring. TO oi~e of the
guard rings was fixed a Imllet-noged. fairing-which provided

..,, smooth flow when the axis of the specimen wqg nearly paral”-
lel with the air Streana .. . . ., ..

.,.,,,
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TWO duplex recording pyrometers in conjunction with 24
iron-constantan thermocouples were used for measuring the
temperatures at different points on the test specimen. A
complete set of readings was obtained every 1-1/2 minutes.
The instruments were automatically compensated for cold-
junction temperature change. The thermocouple junctions
were constructed by the spot welding of 0.013-inch tkrmo-
couple wires to the cylinder surface. The thermocouple
wires were led directly away from the cylinder surface to a
terminal board mounted in the rear of the cylinder in such
a manner as to offer the least obstruction, to the air stream
Elastic bands were fastened near the ends of these wires to
keep them taut and free from wind disturbances.

A differ~n’tial thermocouple was used between each guard
ring and the test specimen to indicate the temperat~~re dif-
ference between the adjacent surfaces. These thermocouples
mere coanected to sensitive galvanometers

A triple-scale ammeter and voltmeter were used to meas-
ure the electrical input to the test specinen.

The air speed was measured by means of a Pitot tube in
conjunction with a Hater manometer. The Pitot tube was lo-
cated to one side of the test specimen and sufficiently far
ahead that the presence of the specimen had no measurable
effect on the precision of the reading.

TESTS

Tests were conducted with fin-plane/air-stream angles
of 00, 150, 300, 450, 60°, 75°, and 90° at several heat in-
puts ranging from a minimum of 13 to a maximum of 248 E.t.u.
per square inch of inner surface per hour at a constant air
speed of 76 miles per hour. Tests mere also conducted at
the same angles, at a constant heat input of 107 B.t.u. per
square inch per hour and at several air speeds from 25 to
150 miles per hour. Additional tests mere made to obtain
the air-floV patterns between the fins and around the cyl-
inder for the 0° and 45° fin-plane/air-stream angles at an
air speed of 76 miles per hour,

l~o readings were taken until all the cylinder temper-
atures had reached a constant value and the temperature of
a point on the circumference of the test specimen near the
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guard. ring was within 2° F. of that o.f~the’corresponding
point .o.nthe guard ring,
hour.

which required approximately ‘ono
The average cylinder %“emperatvres referred’ to ~n t ~

this report were obtained by plotting the circumferential
teiiperat-ures in the farm: of’a polar graph and by determin-

-

ing the radius .of tile c“ircle having. an equivalent area.
--

All
cylinder tempertitures have “been corrected tO a cooling air .

——

te~~~eratur~ af ~00 FO. ‘ -
—
—.—— ..—

.-

.’ PRECtSION
..

Although the temperature of the outer wall of the test
s~ecimen was approximately the same as the temperature of
the outer wall of the guard rings at adjacent points; the
difference in temperature inside the test unit was appre-
ciable. Computations made on the basis of measured tem-
perature differences indicate that with a heat input of 107
B.t;ti; per square inch per hour and an air syecd of.76
miles per hour> the heat loss to the guard rings is approx-
imately 6 per cent. This error should not affect the” corn-
pccrative value of these tests since the loss-would probably
.-be about the same for each fin-plane~air-stream angle. y o
atte~.pt was made to correct for” this error because the cor-
rection would be only an approximation. In tests on other
fianed specimens, the results of which will be publisiled
later, the error has been greatly reduced by the use of
separately controlled heating elements in the end of each
guard ring next to the test s~bbi.men.

The thermocouple wires were of very small diameter and
cofisequeatly carried away a negligible quant”ity of heat. A
test with a thermocouple mounted. on the cylirider barrel
showed that bringiilg the thermocouple wires stra~gilt- out
from t~e.’hot junction OT keeping” them’in COIItaCt with tile

cylinder surface for about three inches but insulated elec-
trically frofi the cylinder gave the same reading. Any
change in the length of the tnermocou~le leads I.ad little
if any effect on the measuretients; beca~se the pyrometers
had resistances of 224 “to 232 ohms. The prOcision of the
temperature measurements iswithin ~~” F.

. .
The ammeter and voltmeter used in measuring the, elec-

trical ‘input each h-ad a precision of,_O.5 per cent of full-
scale deflection. The’ naxiduti diior at the minimum input
of 70 B,t.u.’ per .sQuare incli ‘~~r hour is &@ptio’iimatoly 3 ‘“
per cent. ~
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The air-speed measurements are believed to be pre-
cise within ~ 1 per cent. A velocity survey of the tun-
nel throat showed a uniform air speed over the entire area
except at positions close to the walls.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The circumferential temperature distribution obtained
at 0° fin-plane/air-stream angle for the test specima~.that
was used in these tests is compared in ~igure 5 with the
temperature distribution obtained on the lower part of the ‘
barrel of a cylinder of the same design under engine oper-
ating conditions and without cowl”ing. The similarity of
the curves indicates that the heat flow through the cylin-
der and air-flow conditions are ‘commensurate.

The three groups of curves in Figu~e 6 show the effect
on cylinder temperatures of varying the angle of the air
strea~ with respect to the fins at several different air
speeds ranging from 30 to 150 miles per hour and at a con-
stant heat input of 107 B.t.u. per square inch per hours
The curves show that considerably better cooling is oh-
tained when the air is directed at an angle of approximate-
ly 45° with respect to the fins than is obtained when the
air stream is perpendicular or parallel to the fins. At
the low air speeds the range of the angle that gives the
best cooling is from 40 0 to 55° and at the high velocities
it is from 30° to 80°. The range of these angles is based
on the rear-cylinder temperatures, beckuse they are high-
est and ,are therefore given the most consideration.

When an air stream having a speed of 30 miles per
hour is directed at the best angle with respect to the fins
the reduction in temperature compared wi,th parallel air
flow is 1150, 127°, and 1750 F. for the front, rear, and
side, respectively; whereas, for an air speed of 150 miles
per hour the reduction is 73°, 500, and 67° for the same
points, respectively. More complete data on these temper-
ature reductions are given in Table 1. AS the heat input
for the two conditions is the same the test-specimen tem-
peratures for the low velocities will be the highest; con-
sequently, the reduction in temperature caused by directing
the air at the best angle is greater at the low air speeds.
On a percentage. basis, however, the reduction in the t,e~
perature difference between the specimen and cooling air at
30 miles per hour amounts to 42, 31, and 42 per cent for

.
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fro~nt, rear, and side, respect$vel$, and at 15.0 miles per
hour,..the reductioy amounts to 51, 29, and 43 per cent for
the same points~ respect ivel~. Note’ that in front the re~
ducti.on increases ~~”i$h“air speedj whereas fo>’”the,rear ”aad
side the percentage reduction is roughly ,the same for all
speeds.

Figure 6 shows “that ‘the temperatures in the 90° po-
sition are practically the same as in the 0° position,
That these temperatures are practically the same indicates
that there must he considerable turbulence between the
“fins when the airis directed perpendicular to the fins.
With the specimen in the 90° position thetqmperaturo in
the, front, rear, and side should %e ‘the same if the air
flow is perpendicular to the fins. ._In thgsg= tests there
was a difference in temperature at these points indicating”
that the air stream was not exactly perpendicular to the
fins.

!l%e.cooling is improved with oblique air flow becau~e
th,e scouring action,is greater than with parallel air flow.
Air is an excellent heat insulator, consequently it is nec-
essary tk.;ltthe boundary layer be reduced to the minimum
t~iickness to obtain the best cooling. The cooling may al-
so be improved.because the cylinder forms an elliptical
section at angles ‘between 0° ,and 90° with respect to the
air stream, resulting in nore of the cooling area coming
in co~tact with the air stream. .

More complete data on the heat distribution with par-
allels perpendicular, and oblique (45°) air flow at air
speeds ,of 76 and 150 miles per hour are shown in Figure 7.
Note that the temperat,ureswith parallel air flow are hi@-
er at sone points than the temperatures with perpendicular
air flow, These. curves show more’ clearly than tie curves
in Yi&ure.6 the lack of uniformity of temperatures for the
90° position ol~ing to the fact that. ihe.air qtream is not
exactly perpend~cular to the fins” _ .:.-;,

The maximum and minimum, temperatureti qt various heat
inputs, at 0°, 450, and 90° angles, Aud at aconst~nt air
speed of .76 miles’ per hour are shown in Pigure 8. mithin
tjde range of these tests the test-specimen temperatures
varied directly with the heat input-

Fi&ure 9 shows the variation of the heat-transfer co-
efficient Ub at--various air speeds and at several dif=

.,.,,,. .,,, ., .,. ,.. . .. . “,. .” , {:.,..-,-, ,,, .:-, -,-
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ferent fin-p lane/a i.r-streem angles. This coefficient is
the aumber of B.t. u. dissipated per square inch of inside
wall area per hour per degree temperature difference.
Note that the greatest quantity of heat is carried away
for, angles of from 30° .to 45° and the least heat for an
angle of 90° at the low air speeds.

Patterns of the air flow around. the cylinder at an
air speed of 76 miles per hour are shown in Figure 10.
These Natterns were obtained by clamping a guard ring to
the test section having the adjacent end “fins painted with
lampblack and kerosene and t’esting the assembly at the 0°
and 45° positions. A photograph of the flow in the vicin-
ity of the cylinder is included. This pattern was produced
on a flat, polished, aluminum pl&tei insarted “between the
guard ring and the test section.

. .

The position on the cylinder mherb’ the flow breaks
away is clearly defined in these pictures. This positton
is about 100° from the front of the c~linder for tlie 0° fin-
plane/air-stream angl”e. This breaka~ay also occurs on the
windward side of the fins for the 45 angle at about 115°
from the front of the cylinder. The etistence of dead-air
regions at the frant and at the breakaway positions is
proved by the increase in temperature at these points as
shown in Yigure 7.

When applying these test results to aircraft engine
cylinders under flight conditions it should he remembered.
that the results presented mere obtained under the condi-
tions of air flow in the wind tunnel. 3ecause of the tur-
bulence. set up by the revolving propeller’ in flight.the ‘
quantity of heat dissipated by varying the fin-plane/air-
stream angle may be different than the wind-tunnel tests
indicate. The cowling ovbr the forward part of the crank-
case of a great many engines does effect a nonparallel flow
over the fins of the cylinders. Any improvement to be
gained would depend entirely upon the previous direction of
flow. In a recent cowling investigation in which a cowling
was designed to give obliquelY directed air over the cylin-
ders the cylinder temperatures were appreciably reduced by
the use of this cowling.
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CONCLUSIONS

,“

The results of these tests show:. ..

1. That the best angle to direct the cooling air
with respect to the cyli-nder fins is about 45° and is in-
dependent of the air speed.

2* That the temperature difference between the finned
cylinder and the air stream for a given heat ,.input is re-
duced 30 to 50 per cent with a fin-plane/airTstream angle
of 45° as compared with parallel ai’r flow. The “amonnt of
the reduction de~ends on the velocity and the position on
the cylinder; With the same average cylinder temperature
the total’ heat input to the cylinder caa he Increased 50
per cent with a fin-plane/dir-stream angle of 45° as com-
pared with air flow parallel with the fins.

3. That the quantity of heat dissipated is propor-
tional to the temperature difference.

LanGley Kernorial Aeronautical Laborator~~,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

L,angley Field, Vs., July 29, 1932.
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TABLE I

CYLINDER TEMPERATURE DATA

,

Air-stream Finned Temper- Specimen
velocity specimen ature with tempera-

temper- best fin- ture with
atures plane/air- parallel

m.p.h.

.
.

30
. 60
. 90

120
150

30
60
90

120
150

30
60
90

120
150

with
parallel
air flow

‘F

490
355
295
263
250

357
275
243
232
223

495
315
265
245
23?

stream
angle

363
260
225
207
200

240
187
168
158
150

320
235
205
186
170

air flo”w
less room
tempera-
ture of
80° l?.

oF

Rear

410
275
215
183
170

Front

277
195
163
152
143

Side

415
235
185
165
157

11

Differ- Percentage
ence be- reduction
tween speci- based on
men tempera- maximum
ture with possible
parallel air reduction
flow and with
best fin-plane/
air-stream
angle

127 31.0
95 34.5
70 32.5
56 30.6
50 29.4

117 42.2
88 45.1
’75 46
74 48.7
73 51

175 42.2
80 34
60 32.4
59 35.8
67 42.7
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600

P

500- -q

1-

0

Rear of cylkiLer
I
I

!,
I—

30 m,,p.h.

\

/

\ /1

I

\—— .

20 40 60 80 1(0
Fin-plane/air stream angle, degrees

Fig.6 The effect of fin-plane/air stream angle UpOn the temperature of
the rear of the cyiindei at a constan= heat input of 10’7B.t.u.

per sq. in, per hour and at various air speeds,
(Continued on next two pages)
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(cont.)

Front of cylinder
600

I
1
I

.
●

.
.

.
m

500

400

,, -,,

100

0 20 40 60 80
Fin-@ane/air stream angle, degrees

Fig.6 The effect of fikplane/air stresm angle upon the.temperature of .
the front of the cylinder at a constant heat input of 107 B.*.u.

per sq. in. per hour and at various air speeds.
(Continuation of F’ig.6)
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Fig.6
(Cone.)

.
1

.

.

.

Side of cylinder
600- I I

~

—.-

1 \.
~oo ..

I

(

400 “-

I

...—

300“— \

200

100

——

1
[
o * 40 60 80

Fin--plme/air streem aagle, degrees

Fig.6 The effect of fin-plane/air stream angle uyon the temperature of
the side of the cylinder at a constant heat input of 107’B.t.u.

per sq. in ger hour sad at various air speeds.
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(Conclusion of Fig.6)
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Fig.9 The effect of air speed on the heat transfer coefficiani Ul at a
heat input of 107 B.t.u. for several fin-plane/air-stream angles,
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